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THE ADJOINT SENSITIVITY METHOD,
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE CODE UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION.
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SUMMARY
This paper dials with tht application of tht ASM (Adjoint Sensitivity Method) to thermaihydraulic codes. ^ e
advantage of tht method is to bt vary few CPU timt consuming m comparison with usual approach requiring ere
complet» cod» run par stnsitivity dêtarmination. In a first part tht mathematical asptcts of tht problem ar*
treated, and tht applicability of tht mtthod of tht functional-type rtsponst of a thtrmalhydraulic modal s
damonstrattd. On a simplt txamplt of non lintar hyperbolic aquation (BURGERS aquation) tht probltm has seen
analysad. It is shown that tht formalism ustd in tht littraturt trtating this suO/act is not appropriait. A ~ew
mathtmatical formalism circumvantmg tht prooltm is propostd. For tht discrenzed form of tht problam. r//o
mtthod» art possiblt : tht Continuous ASM and tht Oiscrtt ASM. Tht tquivaltnct of both methods s
dtmonstrattd.. ntvtrthtltss only tht DASM constitutes a practical solution for thtrmalhydraulic codas. The
application of tht OASM to tht tharmalhydrautic safaty codt CA THARE is than prtstnttd tor Mo txampits. They
damonstrata that ASM constitutes an efficient tool for tht analysis of codt sensitivity.

1. INTRODUCTION

in the field of nuclear reactor analysis, the evaluation of codes uncertainty constitutes a cruoai point. Th s
problem has been investigated by several authors proposing diverse methodologies for this evaluation [1 2], " - •
purpose of this paper is not to propose a new methodology, but to prsent a mathematical tool whicn COLIC se
contribute to the solution of the problem.

In the frame of code uncertainty evaluation, whatever the methodology, or the strategy a basic problem « posed
: how sensitive is a code answer to parameters defined with an uncertainty? The cede answer may oe a
temperature, a mass flow rate, or a mass inventory. The parameters may be a boundary or an initial condition, a
fnction coefficient or any physical criterion used in the modèle.
The answer to the question is given by sensitivity analyse* which could be earned out by at least three methods :

- the first method is the most common and aa far as the author knows, the uniquely used for thermalhydraulic
codée. Considering on* physical problem solvable by the cod* (i.e the Forward Equations-FE} the sensitivity to
on* parameter tfc is provided by running a second tim* the cod* with an incremetation of ei<. This method
consume* very much CPU Urn*, because for each sensitivity on* complet* cod* run is required.

- the second method called th* Forward Sensitivity Method (FSM) is a linear method. It requires the construction
of th* Forward Seneitivily Equations (FSE) which may be automatical derived from the Forward Equations. Still
considering one physical problem, th* sensitivity of cod* answers to on* parameter tu. is provided by solving the
FSE. Th* advantage is that this calculation is cheeper than th* previous one (you have now to solve a linear
problem) th* disadvantage is that th* conclusions of this linear sensitivity analysis are theoretically limited to
small variations of th* parameter tfc.

. th* third method called the Adjoint Sensitivity Method (ASM) (3,4,Sl is aise a linear method, it requires the
construction of th* Adjoint Sensitivity Equations (ASE) which may a* previously directly obtained from the FE.
StiM considering on* physical problem, you will get now th* sensitivity of on* cod* answer to all problem
parameters by solving th* ASE Th* ASM has th* same disadvantage a* th* FSM : It provides only a linear
answer. Th* advantage « that th* ASM is largely cheeper because it is better fitted to our problem, indeed, with
th* two previous methods on* run gives th* sensitivity of all cod* answers to one parameter, but we are generally
interested in th* sensitivity of a few cod* answers (peak cladding temperature, loop seal cleanng time, minimum
core mass inventory... ) to a larg* number of parameter*.



The present paper will concern the application of trie ASM to thermahydrauiic codas, n a f-rst sar. :-«
mathematical formulation is discussed on a simple example and in me sacond part tna application ol the <-etrco
to the franch safaty coda CATHAR E[6.7] >s Oa discussad.

2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Wa considar the phase space: a - ] O.a [ x ] 0,T [
and th» following hyperbolic system.

( (A ox onfl

I ( U(x,0)« Uo(e) 0 < x < a
( U(O.t)-Ui(e) 0 < t < T

where U is th* unknown raal function .
It is assumed that :

• the regular raal function f is strictly convex with:
C > 0 on R+, and f(0) - 0
Uo1 U) are regular given raal functions with:
Uo'> 0. Ui >0 and Uo < U1

• £ is a real parameter
• a and T are independent of t.

We consider one answer R depending explicitly on the solution U of (I) by the expression:ver R dap

'•ft*'J JQ W dfl
where F is some given real function.

Th* dependence of U on e induces an implicit dependence of R on c.Th* goal of sensitivity analysis will

be to deduce a linear approximation of the variation AR due to small perturbations hE of the parameter t.

if hu « the variation of the solution U (due to he), the differentiation of (I) and (1) leads to th» following

approximation of AR :

/ Sn HU) nudn
u

(2)
where hu is solution of the linear system:

( dt 3x L J

(II) ( hu (X1O)-U'o(t)he 0<x<a

( hu (CtNU1O (c)ht 0<t<T
This m*thod correspond* «o the Forward Sensitivity Mtthad (FSM).
This approach become* v*if expansive when we are interested in a large number of parameters . Thus, we
propose) to us* the Adjoint Sensitivity Method (ASM) which is leas CPU time consuming.
2.1 Introduction of th» ASM
Th* partial differential equation of system (II) is multiplied by a test function v. The integration by parts of th*

result on th* phase space ft. give* :

j j j-|l-ffU)|)hu-j'[huv]o
Tdx-j'T[ttU»huvjo

adt

If, now. w* consider th* adjoint system:

- ^ . - f l U l f i -FiUJ
( dt ox onfl

(HD ( v(x.T)-0 0 < x < a
( v(a.t)-0 0<t<T

ft appears thai if v is a sotation of (III) w* have {because at (2). (3) and (111)) :



•rd R a h E i | Uc(ejv(x.O)dx + I t'(Lr
l(e))L' î(e)vtO.t)dtI

' O j A)

T'-e Key oomt of rfe method is that hy does no more appear m (4). Thus, after solving the system nil) ore t.r-e.
«e can compute directly th* approximation ofl of th* variation AR of R due to any perturbation ne of :ra
parameter. Th« calculation of each dfl consists m an integral calculation, the computation cost s negiigsaoie n
comparison to th* cost of th* resolution of a system as (II) required for each perturbation h£ m the FSM.
2.2 Discussion on th* ASM formalism
Th* formalism used m th* previous section to develop th* ASM method is commonly used m the literature
[3.4.5], as the general formalism . Nevertheless it can be demonstrated that this formalism is not appropriate 'or
non linear hyperbolic systems.
Th* nonlinear hyperbolic system (I) can be solved by the method of characteristics. We find the solution

U, let rf 0 < x < kie.t) ; 0 < t < T

UIx.1.1•-{
1 U

0(e) rfk<e.t)< x < a ; 0 < t < T e.
where

* • * " U1Ie)-U0Ie) - !
 l7)

This solution corresponds to a shock wave. Th* discontinuity U(O-.O) * U(O1O-) propagates along th* shocklin*
M > ( (x, t) : x - k(e, t) ; 0 < t < T) with th* speed:

dx J ( U i H U J . [KU)I
dt U1-U0 W 3)

Th* «quality (8) is th* flankine-Hugonœt condition .It must 0* verified by th* solution along th* shock im* [S].
To simplify th* calculation, it must be assumed that :

• a > K(Ct)
- F(U)-U

Then, th* adjoint system is

>£. -1
( dx 0 < x < a ; 0 < t < T

(IV) { V(X1T)-O 0<x<a
( v(a,t)-0 0<t<T

This system has an infinity of solutions. Indeed, consider th* function v defined on (1 with:

. v (x . t ) -T - t
rf : Tg(e) i X i T 0 i x S f (Ui (£)) (t - g(c) T)

if : Tg(«) i t i T f(Ui (e)) (t • g(e) T) sxsk(«.t)
or:
OStSTg(C) ; OSXSk(Ct)

if: 0 S t S T ; k (et) S x S k(cT) - f(Urj(«M <T "')
• v(x.t)-T-t

if: OstsT;k(e.T)-f(Uo(«)) (T • t) s x s a - (T



Where:
giE) . 1 • [f(U 1 (£)) • '(Uo(EJ)] / [f'(Ui (£)) (U 1 (E) - U0(E))]
'/£) • 1 • ['(Uj(E)) • (IUQ(E))] / [C(Uo(E)) (Ui(£) • Uo(£))]
So. 'or any differentiate function q on [0,T] with: q(T) > 0
The function v aoove defined is a solution of me adjoint system IV.
Once a function q s fixed; to a perturbation de of z, the linear variation dfl of R given Dy the ASM metrod as
developed aCove is:

d R - d e

9)
If we replace m (1 ) the solution U with its expression from (6) (remind that we supposed F(U) » U) we gat:

RIe)-Ta U0Ie)* [f(U, IeI)-((U2 Ie I)]I-

If we differentiate this expression, we get:

dRle) - de I Ta U'ole) + L [ f |U, (el) U1, Ie) - C(U0Ie)) Lr0Ie)] >
' " / (H)

and we see that expressions (9) and (11) are not equivalent. It comes from this result that the formalism of !he
ASM method developed in the literature is not appropriate for all the thermal-hydraulic proolems, particularly for
nonlinear hyperbolic problems.
2.3 T h * proposed ASM formalism
it is clear that the sensitivity calculated as above does not hold because of the discontinuity of the solution of
system I. When, for a given perturbation h t of e, we consider hu as the linear approximation to the total variation

of U, we forget to take into account of variation of the shock line as a perturbation associated to the solution
variation.
It must developped a formalism introducing naturally the shock line.
First remark that if U « the solution of system (I), for every real differential* function v, with
v(x,T) • 0 0 < x < a; v(a,t) 0 < t < T; we have:

(12)
We define the perturbed shock lin* with:

x(t) -k(e.t) + dk(t) 0 < t < T

if we differentiate the equation (12), we get:

21 dk
jj \ ui wv <J n i "• "~ix*k

Reminding trw Rankin* - Hugoniot relation:

and remarking that:

\dt dt dx),.*.t| dt
wrtMt)-v<kk.tf,th

we get finally:

• ht{//U'0(elv(x.0ldx+//ftU,<el| v(O.t)dt}
StmilanV, after differentiating the answer, we get



dR
• /

Comparing ( 13) and ( 14), we see !hat the adjoint systam must Da:

.SL- f 1U)?Lm F(U) inn
dt dx

v(x,T)-v(a,t)»O 0<x<a 0 < t < T

and:-|U,-Uci—[vikle.tl.t) U F|U,)-F|UcJdt
if wa take RU) • U, the solution of the adjoint system if the function v defined in the previous § is
associated to : q(t) • T-t
This solution is:

{
T - t ifO<x<sa-lT-t)f|Uo(e>) , 0 < t < T

r i f r r i r i fa-(T-tHiuo(e)) s x s a . o < t < T
1(UjIe)J

We can hence calculate the sensitivity of R to e, with this new formalism of the ASM method by:

dR-de / ' U'ole) vix.Oldx + / ' f(U,le)| v t i ) W

with:

vix.O)'
a-x

fTUolel
and

v(O,t)«T-t IfOStST
w* find:

dR-de< TaU'0(e)+I-[ftU,(e))U'1(e)-MU0Ie))U'olel] >

Which is exactly tha same result as given by aquation (11).
That shows the adequacy of tha naw formalism.
2.4 T h * numerical reeolutlon
There are two ways to treat the discratisad form of the problem:

• tha continuoua ASM method (CASM):
th * analytical adjoint systam of partial differential equations is (analytically) constructed and then

discretised and numerically solved.
- The discrete ASM method (OASM):

T h * ASM i* directfy applied to the algebraic systam of the discretized coda equations.

To show th* equivalence of both mathods, wa applied them to the pravious hyperbolic problam with:
a-2;T-1

"z
U0Xe)-«
Ui(e) - 2e
F(U)-U

In th* cas* where the reference valua of tha parameter e is squat to 1, tha exact value of the sensitivity is:

£.8+24 -3.5de I Z }u*
The results obtained by both mathods are presented on the following table:



nurnoeroT
atamans

4x4

3x3

16 «IS

32x32

64x64

128x128

sensitivity witn
OASM

2366

3.136

3306

3400

3440

3474

HaiaDv* error

0131

0104

0055

0029

0015

0007

ssnjiovity witn
CASM

3008

3229

3355

3425

3462

3.4Sf

rlelaova arror

0141

0077

0041

0021

0011

0C06

Th* «quvalanc» of both methods is demonstrated: nevertheless, only tha OASM constitutes a practical solution
for tharmal hydraulics codas.

3. APPLICATION OP THE DASM TO CATHARE COOE

Th* cod* models are based on a two fluid approach, the equations of the 10 pip* module ar» 6 m number [7] :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

dX

dt

dt

( l -

dx

at

dX

^ +VL^=J + (1 - a ) ^ . -

dX

-a)pt

Equation (1 ) and (2) represent respectively the gas and liquid mau conservation. Equation (3) and (4) are the gas
and liquid energy equations. The last two equations are momentum equations.
• Principal variable* are:

Total Pressure
Gaz Enthalpy
Liquid Enthalpy
Void Fraction
Liquid Velocity
Gaz Velocity

• Th* gat and fiqutd d*nsiti*s and energies: pg, PL> *g. *L « • 9>v*n with th* state equations:
PL • Pl(P1Hl) « i » « L ( P . H I )

Th* equations ara diacr*tiz*d on a staggered meshing. The spatial discretization ia based on the donor cell rule,
the time discretization ia fully implicit. The nonlinear equations ar* solved by the Newton-Ralpson iterative
method.

Th* principe of tn* OASM applied to CATHARE is th* following:

• at tkn* n. th* forward «quationa ar* expressed in terms of X" the variable vector defined at the current time and
X"-1 th* variabl* vector defined at th* previous time (X corresponds to aH problem variables : aN the pressures, all
th* MthalpiM,...).



• a rathar ganaral answer of tha system is provided by
N

R= £ F(XUSiKe)
n = l

wher»

are tha probiam parameters

• tha sensitivity to soma paramstar \ is given by

3E1

wher* Q is th* adjoint vector solution of the following ASE :
t

m»n

Th* ratolution of th* ASE it ind*p*ndant of th* parameters and must b* carried out by going back from th* final
tim* to tha initial tima. It must ba noticed that tha ASE require th* calculation of two matrix*», th* jacobian matrix
of th« forward sy$t»m and * complementary matrix constitutad of derivatives of tha explicit terms of the forward
discretized system. Consequently, the higher the implicitness of the code discretization, the higher the number
of daught terms in the secondary matrix, and tha lower th* number of new terms to be calculated ( since the
jacobian matrix has already been calculated for th* resolution of the forward equations).

3.1 Oepreesurizatlon of an adiabetic capacity
Th* test consists in th* deprasaurization of a vertical pip* (height:: 4.5 m, diameter:O.i m) through a 3mm top
break(this test has been chosen in th* CATHARE assessement matrix [6] it has been performed with the
VERTICAL CANON facility).

Th* boundary and initiai conditions ar*:
P(x,t - O ) - P o
H L ( X . 0 ) - H L Q

Hg(X1O)-HGo OSXSL
a (X1O)-Oo (-0.0)
V L ( X . 0 ) - 0
Vg(X1O)-O
V L ( O 1 I ) - O O s t i T

P(U) - Pa (Atmospheric pressure)

W* consider two response*:
1. th* residual m a u at final tim*:

IQ
2. maximum break flow rat* (x -L) .

R 2 - M a x [ ( I • a)pun.+OP9VGJI-W
OStsT

W* wiN calculât* th*s*nsitivitiw of fli and R2 to fowp«ram*t*r» by OASM.



The four parameters are: Pg, HLo an<* th« iwo feal paramatars i\ and £2 (multiplying factors of !he liquid :o
ntsrface heat transfer -QLE- and of the mterfacial fnctionj.
Wo will compare the two expressions:

de

With a perturbation of parameters: MJt > 10%
The first value is the expected variation of the response R, due to thi perturbation i£ of the parameter e.
calculated by OASM.
The second value is the exact variation calculated after executing the code twee.
In the base case we have:

Po-1-33098 107 Pascal
HLo-1.24 106J/Vg
£1-1.0
£ 2 - 1.0

And the responses are:
R1 . 10.747 kg
R2-10.265 kg/cm2 s

Th* results obtained respectively for the two responses are given in the following two tables:

e

HL0

PO

ei

£2

dR,
de

-194310"5

2.5671O-8

•1475

•4310*

(AR1I8,

•1.943

2.56710*

-0.148

-0.004

(AR-I9F

-1962

2.8 1O-2

-0.144

«0.007

e dR,

R, de

-2.242

3032

•0.137

-0004

C

HL0

PO

ei

tz

dR2

de

•1069 Iff5

635« Iff7

•2.127 Iff2

0452

(AR^s,

•1.06»

«0.631

-0.002

•0.045

(ARj9:

•1.062

«O.64S

•0.002

•0.030

e dR2

R2 de

•1291

«0.824

•2.071O-3

-0.044

Both approaches ara consistant. Despite the strong non linearity of the model 10% of variation for the
investigated parameters are considered as small variations by yhe OASM
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3.2 Ceperssurization of a heated pipe

The test consists in th» deprtssurization of a heated pip*. Th* geometrical caractanstics and the initial and
boundaries have been chosen in order to gat a transient comparable to large break Loss Of Coolant
Accident.They are defined on th* figures 1 to 6

In this casa the wall temperature is the solution of th* heat equation:

<3t r dr \ dr/
for: OStS Tf

OSXSL
rmm (X) S r s rmax (x)

Where pC, X and q ar* given functions.
Th* boundary and initial conditions ar*:

Tlr.x.O)-TIr1X)

-\V- =0
<Pt >rid (pg v respectively tha wall to liquid and wall to gas beat f IUXM.
This systsm is coupled to th* hydraulic aquations where tha source terms of equations (3) and (4) ar* replaced
respectively by:

(PL and (Pg are functions of T and the hydraulic variables (P, h(., hg,...).
We analysed the sensitivity of the maximal température Tmax of tha wall to the four parameters:

et. «2. VL (X-O) andX
The value of TMAX in the base case is 904.5 "C is reached reached at time t - 22.6 s and x-3.8(see fig .7
representing T(rmin,x,t) profile for different values of x,including x-3.8).
The results obtained by OASM and the comparison to the exact variations of TMAX for a 10% perturbation of the
parameters ar* in the following table:

C

ei

*?

VL
X

WB)SA

3»

0.8

•5.9

•SCO

(AB)BF

23

0.7

•4.9

•540

The same conclusions aa for the previoua example may ba drawn. It may ba noticed the high sensitivity of the
heat conduction coefficient

4. CONCLUSION

It has bean demonstrated and illustrated by two examples that tha ASM can ba appliad to tharmalhydraulie
codas. Tha weak point of th* method ie tha usual «mi» of linear approachee, concfusione drawn by tha method ar*
theoretical* limited to smaN variations of cods parameter. Consequently the sensitivity analysis cannot be
exclusively based on th* ASM. The strong point of th* method is that it ia very few CPU time consuming and
allows systematic investigations, it constitutes an efficient tool for preselecting th* sensitive parameters, and



can reduca tha risk of arrors of tha "anginaar judgement" sinca some trails 'eading to unexpectec sensitive
paramatars may ba found by a systematic use of tha ASM . Investigations have to be continued in orde- :o better
determine tha limits of tha method, a special attention has to be paid to bifurcation criterion such as critical heat
(lux.
Nevertheless the present results may ba considered as very encouraging and allow to consider OASM as a
suitable tool for code uncertainty evaluation.
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